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SUMMARY
The Earth’s main magnetic field, arising in the core, should, in the ocean, have a welldefined uniform gradient with depth. Superimposed upon this uniform gradient may be
magnetic signals due to a variety of sources. These include crustal magnetization, the
transient fluctuations arising external to the Earth and causing secondary induced fields
within it; and, the focus of the present paper, magnetic signals arising from the motional
induction of seawater moving in the steady main magnetic field of Earth. There are
circumstances where theory predicts such motionally-induced magnetic fields to be of
order 102 nT, and to vary with depth in a way which is directly related to the velocity
profile.
Exploratory soundings of the magnetic field with depth have been made in the oceans
around Australia, both to test these predictions, and to investigate the practicability of
measuring such profiles. The magnetic field parameter observed has been that of the
‘total field’, which should sense the component of the ocean velocity which lies in the
magnetic meridian. The magnetometer has been lowered by cable from a ship and also
operated free-fall to the seafloor (and return). The observations appear both to confirm
the theoretical gradient of the main field where there is no ocean current and, where ocean
currents exist, to give evidence of their profiles resolved in the direction of magnetic
north. In particular, observations taken in an eddy of the East Australian Current show
the correct contrast in sign for north and south flowing streams.
Key words: East Australian Current, electrical conductivity, electromagnetic induction,
geomagnetism, motional induction, warm-core ring.

1

INTRODUCTION

Measuring the vertical gradient of the geomagnetic field has a
distinctive history, connected with experiments some fifty years
ago to establish the cause of the field itself. Observations were
made on land, using mine shafts and one pioneering effort was
made in the ocean.
Soon afterwards early ‘modern’ magnetometers became
widely available. These instruments were based in one case on
the principles of the hysteresis of iron (the ‘fluxgate’) and in the
other case on the principles of ‘proton-precession’. The latter
were especially well-suited to the application, in marine geophysics, of the measurement of total-field magnetic profiles
along the tracks of ships. As is well known, a far-reaching
consequence of these efforts to measure horizontal profiles
of the total field was the discovery of the magnetic stripes of the
seafloor. This discovery in turn gave rise to plate tectonic
theory.
# 2001
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As part of the marine applications investigated for protonprecession magnetometers in measuring crustal magnetic
fields, Heirtzler (1967) used two such instruments to measure
vertical gradients of the magnetic field in the Arctic Ocean.
One magnetometer recorded on an ice island, and one was
suspended on a cable at a depth of 305 m, as the ice island
drifted laterally.
At that time also rocket-borne magnetometers measured
profiles vertically above Earth’s surface (Matsushita 1967). These
profiles produced evidence for the existence of ionospheric
electric currents, by observing the changes in magnetic field
which were observed as an ionospheric current sheet was
penetrated by the magnetic sensor. An early example is that of
Burrows & Hall (1965).
Generally, however, little attention appears to have been
paid to the measurement, which had become possible, of vertical
profiles of Earth’s magnetic field down through the oceans.
This paper now addresses that subject. There is a fundamental
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reason of geomagnetism to do so. It is to demonstrate the
existence of a magnetic field which, on theoretical grounds, is
predicted to be generated by ocean currents. In addition there
are possible applications to oceanography, in obtaining information on the component of the ocean flow in the direction of
magnetic north.
Exploratory measurements have been made off the
Australian east and west coasts, especially, in the former
case, where the East Australian Current (EAC) flows strongly.
In the EAC, contrasting north and south flows have been
intentionally measured. The purpose has been to check for the
existence of signals of opposite sign, which theory predicts such
opposite flows should yield. Details of the observations are
given in Table 1.
2

HISTORY

2.1 Vertical profiles of Earth’s magnetic field
In the late 1940’s, when modern magnetometers (fluxgate and
proton-precession, in sequence) were on the point of entering
geophysical research with such far-reaching impact, a debate
was current about the origins of Earth’s main magnetic field.
The debate centred on whether Earth’s magnetic field was
inherent in the planet as a massive rotating body, or whether it
was caused by the very different process of dynamo action in
Earth’s core. The former case was advanced at that time by, for
example, Blackett (1947), and the latter case, for example, by
Bullard (1949). Runcorn et al. (1951) attribute to Bullard the
idea that testing between these two theories was possible by
measuring the vertical gradient of the strength of the field in
Earth’s surface layer, and this acknowledgement is confirmed
by Hide (1997) in his acceptance of the William Bowie Medal of
the American Geophysical Union.
The subject was widely discussed at the time, see for example
Runcorn (1948) and Chapman & Runcorn (1948). Experiments
on land were undertaken in both deep gold mines in South
Africa (Hales & Gough 1947) and coal mines in England
(Runcorn et al. 1951). The latter had the benefit of minimal
disturbance by crustal magnetization, which affected the South
African measurements. The results, as reported by Runcorn
et al. (1951), were regarded as being ‘decisive evidence against
a fundamental origin of the geomagnetic field’ (i.e. against
the massive rotating body theory), as were, independently, the

results of the laboratory experiments of Blackett (1952).
Instruments developed for the latter, now famously, opened
up a new era in palaeomagnetic measurements (McElhinny &
McFadden 2000).
The land-based experiments sought the vertical gradient
information by observing both on the surface and at depth, in
deep mines. The possibility of making ‘measurements in the sea
to great depth’ was noted by Runcorn et al. (1951), with the
caveat that ‘induced currents due to the fluid motions might
mask the effect’. One expedition, that of the Danish ship
Galathea, is on record (Espersen et al. 1956) as measuring
the vertical gradient of the magnetic field in the ocean, with
specially constructed equipment and magnetometers based
on classical principles. Notwithstanding skill in instrument
design and construction, and experimental determination
during the cruise, severe instrumental and logistic difficulties
were encountered. Within just a matter of years, the availability
of proton-precession magnetometers would change the position
entirely.
2.2 Motional electromagnetic induction in the ocean
A second major aspect of this paper, motional electromagnetic
induction, has an equally distinctive history. The commencing
point is perhaps the celebrated observations of Faraday (1832)
in the Thames River in London. The subject came into sharp
oceanographic focus with the GEK (Geoelectrokinetograph)
method for determining ocean current information, which led
to the fundamental paper by Longuet-Higgins et al. (1954).
Measurements in long telephone cables have been pursued
for example by Baines & Bell (1987) and Larsen (1992), and
see the review by Lanzerotti et al. (1993). The development
of seafloor instrumentation has been led by Filloux (1987),
and in the context of the present paper, seafloor electric and
magnetic signals recorded by Filloux instrumentation below
the East Australian Current have been the subject of the papers
by Lilley et al. (1986), Bindoff et al. (1986), Bindoff (1988), and
Lilley et al. (1993). Another relevant review is that by Palshin
(1996).
A range of instrumentation for ocean-current profiling
based on electric field measurements has been developed by
Sanford, following theory in his paper (Sanford 1971). Aspects
of the present paper are to some extent a magnetic analogue of
Sanford’s electric field work (Sanford et al. 1985).

Table 1. Details of the observation of vertical profiles of the total-magnetic field in the ocean column around Australia,
1994–1997. The site positions relevant to the present paper are listed in Table 2. The agreement between the IGRF
gradients for the Indian Ocean (site 4) and the Tasman Sea is coincidental.
Year of observation
Area
Style of cast
Number of casts
Type of magnetometer
Base station control
Surface floater control
Depth of ocean (m)
Depth of cast (m)
IGRF gradient pT mx1

1994
Tasman Sea

1995
Indian Ocean

1997
Tasman Sea

(a), from ship
1
Overhauser
Canberra
no
5000
3400
x29.7

(b), from ship
14
Overhauser
Learmonth
no
1800
1800
x29.7

(b); (c)
7; 2
Proton-precession
land & seafloor
yes
5000
5000
x29.7

#
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Vertical profiles
Global-scale treatments of motional electromagnetic induction
in the ocean include the calculations of Stephenson & Bryan
(1992), with attention to the external magnetic field (which is
zero in the model adopted for the present case). There are
further theoretical treatments by Chave & Luther (1990) and
Luther et al. (1991), and other relevant recent papers are those
by Chave et al. (1997), Flosadottir et al. (1997a, 1997b), Tyler
et al. (1997) and Fujii & Chave (1999). The contribution by
Runcorn and Winch in Barraclough et al. (1992) deals with
evidence for an annual signal generated by ocean currents in
the geomagnetic field.
In many of the above papers, emphasis is on observation of
the electric field, which has traditionally been experimentally
easier to measure. The present paper however emphasizes
magnetic observations, both as a prime concern of geomagnetic
research, and because modern magnetometers open up new
possibilities of marine magnetic field measurement. Recently
Toh et al. (1998) reported vertical profiles of total field recorded
in the Sea of Japan.

3

THEORY

Figure 1. Figure for theory of motional induction.

current flow Jx(z) by J(z), the electric field Ex by E, the steady
vertical magnetic field Bz by B, the perturbation magnetic field
by(z) due to motional induction by b(z), and the local electrical
conductivity by s(z), then Ohm’s law for a moving medium
may be expressed
JðzÞ~pðzÞfEzoðzÞBg :

3.1 The main geomagnetic field
It is elementary to show that for a spherical earth of radius R,
with a magnetic field due to a central axial dipole of strength m,
all magnetic field components (horizontal, vertical and total)
fall off as rx3 where r denotes radial distance from the centre.
In particular if a model for the Earth is taken with radius
6371 km and central dipole strength 8r1022 A m2 (Merrill et al.
1996), then the total-field at the surface will have a vertical
gradient of x20 pT mx1 (i.e. x20 nT mx1) at the equator,
changing with latitude to x40 pT mx1 at the poles. These
values give a useful guide to what may be expected at the
Earth’s surface. Although the total-field strength is inversely
proportional to the third power of radial distance, because
measurements even in a deep ocean (of depth say 5000 m)
involve only a small change in radius from Earth’s centre, the
radial (or, as it is seen, vertical) gradient may be expected to
be effectively uniform over the ocean column for practical
purposes.
Modern values for the International Geomagnetic Reference
Field (IGRF) allow straightforward determinations of the
actual vertical gradients to be expected for the real Earth. For
the positions where the observations of this paper were made,
values of the vertical gradient have been computed from the
IGRF values of Barton (1997). These values are listed in
Table 1.

This section draws upon the paper by Sanford (1971), following
the work of Longuet-Higgins et al. (1954). The notation adopted
follows Lilley et al. (1993).
The physical circumstances are as in Fig. 1. The seawater has
electrical conductivity s1, and is underlain by a sedimentary
layer of conductivity s2, below which the conductivity is taken
as zero. The ocean velocity is in the y direction, and varies with
z only. Denoting the ocean velocity oy(z) by o(z), the electric
#
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(1)

The horizontal electric field E is constant from sea surface to
seafloor and there is variation of the horizontal electric current
J(z) with depth, corresponding to the variation with depth of
velocity o(z). For the purposes of this section, the gradients of B
horizontally and vertically (as in section 3.1) are ignored.
The perturbation field b(z) due to motional induction is
directly expressed as:
 ðz

ð0
1
bðzÞ~ k0 {
JðzÞdzz JðzÞdz
(2)
2
{H{h
z
for z in the range xHxh<z<0 (and outside this range b(z)
is zero). The first term in eq. (2) represents electric current
sheets flowing below the level of measurement, and the second
term represents electric current sheets flowing above that level.
Eq. (2) may be written
 ð0

ð0
1
bðzÞ~ k0 {
JðzÞdzz2
JðzÞdz ,
(3)
2
{H{h
z
which, differentiating with respect to z and substituting from
eq. (1) gives
dbðzÞ
~{k0 pðzÞfEzoðzÞBg
dz

(4)

and
oðzÞ ¼ ÿ

3.2 The motionally induced magnetic field

165

E
1
dbðzÞ
ÿ
:
B k0 pðzÞB dz

(5)

Adopting notation o for the constant quantity (xE/B),
making the approximation that the seawater is of uniform
conductivity s1 as shown in Fig. 1, and introducing notation
g as
g~{

1
,
k0 p1 B

(6)

allows eq. (5) to be written
oðzÞ~o zos ðzÞ ,

(7)
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where the depth-dependent component of the velocity, os(z),
has been introduced as
os ðzÞ~g

dbðzÞ
:
dz

(8)

This quantity, os(z), will be evaluated from the gradient
(or ‘local slope’) of observed magnetic profiles presented below.
The notation o used for (xE/B) is Sanford’s verticallyaveraged and sea water conductivity-weighted water velocity.
Its significance may be demonstrated by integrating eq. (1)
over the total column of ocean plus seafloor sediments, when
variation of conductivity with depth is allowed, i.e.:
ð0

ð0

0~E

pðzÞoðzÞdz ,

pðzÞdzzB
{H{h

(9)

{H

where the left-hand side is zero due to the requirement of return
electric current balance in the vertical plane. Thus
 ð0
ð0
E=B~{
pðzÞoðzÞdz
pðzÞdz
(10)
{H

{H{h

and the quantity o , multiplied by the depth of the water
column, gives an estimate of the barotropic transport of the
ocean current.
The quantity os(z) introduced in eq. (7) is the baroclinic
velocity of oceanography, and will be referred to as such
below. Other aspects of this theory are discussed in Lilley et al.
(1993), where there is a ‘worked example’ illustrating some
characteristics of motional induction.

total-field signal of F(z), the relation is
bn ðzÞ~f ðzÞ sec I :

(11)

Denoting by on(z) the component of the baroclinic velocity in
the direction of magnetic north, eq. (8) becomes
on ðzÞ~gF

dF ðzÞ
,
dz

(12)

where
gF ¼ ÿ

sec I
,
k0 p1 B

(13)

and where now dF(z)/dz will also include, as an effectively
constant value, the radial or vertical variation of Earth’s main
magnetic field, originating in the core.
The baroclinic velocity profile is thus relative and needs to
have its baseline set by clamping to a known value at some
level. The seafloor is one place where o(z) may be expected to
be zero, but in the present paper o(z) is set to zero half-way
down through the ocean column, to avoid effects of seafloor
magnetization having a disproportionate effect.
Note that in an ideal case with no seafloor magnetization
effects, the value of the baroclinic component on(z) at the
seafloor will be the magnetic north component of ÿo ; plus a
contribution due to the gradient of the core field. By determining the former and making an estimate of the latter, a value
is thus obtained of the magnetic north component of the
barotropic current in the ocean column.

3.4 Magnetic field of magnetized crust
3.3 Recovering ocean current information from
observed total-field magnetic profile data
With reference to Fig. 1 the horizontal direction of o is
general, and so also is the horizontal direction of b, which is
parallel to o. The complete profiling of b vertically through the
ocean column would thus require measurement of both its
direction and strength. This task is made difficult by the lack of
a reference direction, because the use of a magnetic compass,
which is common in marine instruments, is not possible when
measuring changes in the magnetic field itself.
However a total field magnetometer, with no particular
orientation, senses the component of a perturbation field which
is parallel to the dominating, main geomagnetic field. It is this
principle which now allows the observation of the component
of b parallel to the main field. The observed component will be
bn(z) cos I, where bn(z) is the component of b in the (horizontal)
direction of magnetic north, and I is the inclination of Earth’s
magnetic field.
Note that a total field magnetometer does not sense small
field changes which are perpendicular to the main field, i.e. in
the east–west direction. Thus also, no information is obtained
about the component of ocean current in the magnetic east–west
direction.
Eq. (8) can therefore be applied to measured total-field data,
to give a profile with depth of the magnetic north component of
the baroclinic ocean current. The cos I factor introduced above
is one of attenuation, and to recover bn(z) from measurements
of total-field an amplifying factor is needed, notably sec I. If the
total-field signal due to motional induction is f (z) in a general

The anomalies of the seafloor-spreading stripes have amplitudes at the sea-surface of order 102 nT, so it is clear they
will be greater at the seafloor, and that generally the crustal
magnetization patterns of the seafloor will also contribute a
gradient to vertical profiles observed in the ocean column.
It is planned to give this topic more attention in future
measurements, and aspects of such a strategy are discussed in
Section 6 below. The examples of the present paper are not
well-controlled in this way, but for the most part have
benefitted from the situation in the Tasman Sea that on the
seafloor lies 1 km of weakly magnetized sediment, which will
have an attenuating effect on the magnetic patterns of basalt
underlying it.
There is also the circumstance that in an ideal case where
seawater movement is restricted to the upper part of the water
column, in the lower part of the water column the magnetic
gradient caused by motional induction will be uniform. In
eq. (7) the situation is os ðzÞ ¼ ÿo , a constant, for o(z)=0. As
crustal magnetization will affect mainly the lower part of the
profile, any strong effects it has there should be obvious.
Regarding the profiles reported in this paper, for the 1994
sounding in the Tasman Sea the magnetometer stopped 1600 m
above the seafloor, and no seafloor magnetization effects were
detected. Similarly the uniform gradient in the 1995 profile for the
Indian Ocean (site 4) is consistent with seafloor magnetization
having negligible effect.
For the 1997 soundings in the Tasman Sea, all sites except
the most eastward show profiles in the lower part of the ocean
which indicate that crustal magnetization has only a minor
effect. The most eastward (sites 1 and 7), however, show gradients
#
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which increase near the seafloor. This behaviour is most directly
attributed to seafloor magnetization, and possibly these sites
are near a volcanic extrusion on the seafloor. To some extent
such effects, spurious in the present context of motional
induction, are mitigated by the procedure which has been
adopted, of clamping the velocity profile to zero at depth 2500 m.
For sites 1 and 7, velocity information below 2500 m should be
disregarded.
There is also the question of seafloor debris, dropped from
passing ships. Some 1997 soundings were made in the main
shipping corridor between the two major ports of Melbourne
and Sydney and debris on the seafloor is thought to be the
explanation of some minor effects close to the seafloor in one
profile (the free-fall profile at site 6).
The magnetic effects of the ship in the upper 300 m of the
water column are always present in lowered profiles. This part
of the profile is important, and one main purpose for developing
free-fall (and return) equipment has been to avoid the effects of
a ship’s magnetic field.
3.5 Magnetic fields of the daily variation and magnetic
storms
Earth’s magnetic field changes on time scales of days and
shorter, due to primary changing fields which originate external
to Earth and to secondary fields which are induced in the conducting Earth (and its oceans). A daily variation is generally
present, and Hitchman et al. (1998) give total-field curves for a
global model of the daily variation, as a function of latitude
and local time.
In the present paper each profile has been measured over as
short a time space as possible, to minimize the field changes
with time during it. Also, the field has been monitored at fixed
stations (either on nearby land or seafloor). Reference to the
fixed-station data gives confidence that no major transient
fluctuations occurred while significant profiling measurements
were taking place. Also most of the measurements were intentionally carried out at night, when the daily variation is known
to be generally at a minimum.
More detailed reduction for time-changes is clearly possible,
but is not included here.
4

APPARATUS

The central part of the apparatus developed has been an
appropriate package for a recording total-field magnetometer,
of the type commonly used for ground magnetometer surveys in
exploration geophysics. Both proton-precession and Overhauser
instruments have given good results. The principles of recording
the ‘total-field’ lead to information on the component of ocean
current in the direction of magnetic north.
In the first version, shown in Fig. 2(a), both detector head
and magnetometer console, set to operate in ‘observatory’
mode with readings every 15 s, were packaged together, with an
auxiliary battery, in a glass sphere of diameter 17 in (0.43 m).
The 1994 Tasman Sea data were recorded with this arrangement, which was lowered from a ship with a rope link 40 m long
between the end of the ship’s steel cable, and the instrument.
The detector head was found to be affected by a signal of
some 10 nT from its recording console, and the next development (Fig. 2b) put detector head and console 1.8 m apart, in
separate spheres of diameter 10 in (0.25 m) and 17 in (0.43 m)
#
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Figure 2. Sketch diagram of equipment developed for vertical magnetic
profiling. (Note gross changes of scale in different parts of the figure.)

respectively. The two spheres were held by an aluminium
frame, and electrically connected by appropriate marine cables.
The 1995 data were observed with this arrangement. The noise
was much reduced, though still greater than optimum (due to
the presence of a steel washer in the detector head sphere,
found and removed at the end of 1995).
The next version of the instrument, Fig. 2(c), operates in
‘free-fall’ mode. It is left remote, when at and near the surface,
from the magnetic effects of the ship, which has moved away.
The 1997 data were collected using first the apparatus of
Fig. 2(b) and then using that of Fig. 2(c).
In the presentation of the results which follow, all profiling
data were recorded at intervals of 15 s. These time series have
been converted to depths and are presented as such, on the
basis of cable out, which was logged separately with time. For
the free-fall data, uniform rates of ascent and descent have been
assumed in all cases.
Reference stationary magnetometers monitoring the changes
of the magnetic field with time have been an important part
of the profiling observations, and these are summarized in
Table 1. The 1997 experiment included using the floating magnetometer (uppermost in arrangement c in Fig. 2) as a monitor
of magnetic fluctuations at the ocean surface. Later (in 1998,
off southern Australia) this apparatus was intentionally left
floating free in the open ocean to record the magnetic signals
generated by ocean swells and also to determine surface
induction arrows by using also land reference data. These 1998
experiments (part of a larger SWAGGIE experiment) are
reported in Hitchman et al. (2000).
In a wider description of apparatus the RV Franklin and its
collective equipment, including especially Acoustic Doppler
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Table 2. Geographic positions of vertical total-field magnetic profiles
referred to in this paper.
Year

Cruise code

Site number

Latitude (uS)

Longitude (uE)

1994
1995
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997

Fr04/94
Fr04/95
Fr08/97
Fr08/97
Fr08/97
Fr08/97
Fr08/97
Fr08/97
Fr08/97

1
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

36.176
28.260
36.314
36.307
36.244
36.242
36.104
36.348
36.420

151.170
112.518
152.216
151.816
151.422
150.973
150.828
150.616
152.157

Current Profiler (ADCP) equipment should also be included.
The ship’s ADCP data are included in the examples, as is one
satellite image.

5

RESULTS

5.1 Sites
The observation sites are shown in Fig. 3, and correspond to the
different stages in the development of the equipment. Stage (a)
of the equipment was tested in the East Australian Current in
1994 (cruise Fr04/94). Stage (b) of the equipment was tested
in the Indian Ocean in 1995 (cruise Fr04/95). Stage (b) was put
into production, and stage (c) tested, during 1997 in the East
Australian Current (cruise Fr08/97). The geographic positions
of profiles referred to in this paper are listed in Table 2.

5.2 Data reduction
The ensemble of observations upon which the main results of
this paper are based comprise magnetic data as time series from
the profiling apparatus as described in Section 4, ADCP data
from the ship’s fitted equipment, satellite images of sea-surface
temperature which indicate surface currents, and magnetic data
as time series from a variety of installations, which monitored

magnetic field changes during profiler measurements, and so
give ‘base-station’ information. Some general procedures have
been followed, which it is appropriate to summarize here.
Data from magnetic profiler downcasts are taken in preference to data from upcasts, as the instrument package in
downcasts is believed to travel more nearly vertically through
the ocean column. By the time an upcast starts, the ship at the
surface has commonly moved laterally relative to the instrument
package on the end of the cable near the seafloor, causing
horizontal translation of the instrument package during the
upcast.
The equipment was not fitted with a recording pressure
meter (the standard oceanographic method to determine depth)
and winch readings of the amount of cable paid out are taken
to give depths of the equipment at the end of the cable (adding
also the length of any rope used there to isolate the equipment
from the cable’s magnetic effects).
The data as observed during a downcast were typically
smoothed by the application of a nine-point running median
filter.
Ship’s magnetic effects are taken to be generally negligible at
depths of 400 m and more below the vessel. There is a variety of
evidence in the data of the present paper which supports this
limit.

5.3 Tasman Sea, April 1994
With the prototype magnetometer package as described, a single
cast was made into the Tasman Sea from the RV Franklin in
April 1994. A site was chosen on the basis of satellite images,
where the surface current was indicated to be flowing strongly
southwards. The observation site is shown Fig. 3. The length of
cable available allowed a cast of some 3400 m into water of
depth 5000 m. The data obtained are shown in Fig. 4. These
are basically raw data and while they have the imperfections of
noise (basically magnetic contamination) they nevertheless are
considered to show, qualitatively, the characteristics sought.
The downcast first shows the effects of the ship’s magnetic field,
but once these are out of range (at ordinate reading 12 hours),
it is clear that the profile with depth is curved, notwithstanding the presence of the oscillating signal attributed to slowly
rotating apparatus and minor magnetic contamination. Fig. 4
also shows the record for the same time from Canberra Magnetic
Observatory. It can be seen that the downcast was made during
quiet magnetic conditions.

5.4 Indian Ocean, April–May 1995

Figure 3. Map of Australia showing the sites referred to in the present
paper.

The next version of the instrument, described in Fig. 2(b), was
tested from the RV Franklin in the Indian Ocean in 1995, in a
cruise of opportunity. Satellite images, checked for activity in
the Leeuwin Current which flows off the West Australian coast,
showed that little current was present where the casts were
made. In addition to testing the equipment, the observations
thus become useful as a test of background effects, and, in
particular, as test measurements of the uniform gradient which
should characterize the main geomagnetic field in the ocean.
A total of 14 casts were made, at sites shown in Fig. 3. An
example of these results is included here particularly to show
how, with little ocean current, the observed gradients do follow
the expected theory of a uniform gradient for Earth’s main
#
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Figure 4. Profiler (total-field) and Canberra Observatory (H-component) data, April 1994, Tasman Sea. The cast is to depth 3400 m in water 5000 m
deep. The downcast is considered to be more nearly vertical through the water than the upcast. Also, in this instance, the observatory data show the
downcast to have taken place during a time of more constant magnetic field than the upcast. The ‘sinusoidal’ signal which is present in the downcast is
thought to be due to magnetic contamination (not removed at that stage) in the magnetometer package, which is rotating slowly as it descends. On the
upcast, the forces on the magnetometer package are quite different, and its behaviour is quite different. There is no evidence of the slow rotation.
Instead, for the first quarter of the upcast, the magnetometer record is good, before instrument performance deteriorates and the record becomes
noisy, due possibly to the whole package vibrating as it is hauled up through the ocean column.

field in the deep ocean. The results thus serve as a benchmark
against which profiles observed in an ocean current may be
judged.
The basic observed data obtained for the two casts at site 4
are shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, a uniform gradient is
observed, better displayed in Fig. 6 where the data of the second
downcast is re-plotted, having been filtered and corrected for
variations in winch speed (which typically occur, for mechanical
reasons, near the start and finish of any particular downcast
or upcast). The magnetic influence of the ship can be seen to
extend to a depth of some 300 m beneath it.
The figure also shows the gradient predicted for the site by
the IGRF, arbitrarily drawn through the origin of the figure.
The observed gradient is slightly stronger than that of the
IGRF, indicating presumably the effects of shorter-wavelength
crustal magnetization than are included in the IGRF model.
Also, the absolute surface value predicted by the IGRF is
56924 nT, some 80 nT greater than observed. These discrepancies
with the IGRF, of gradient and surface value, are not regarded
as serious.

5.5 Tasman Sea, September–October 1997
The observations of 1997, part of the Study of Ocean Dynamo
Action (SODA) experiment, comprised a main objective of a
10 day cruise of RV Franklin. The ship was free to go to places
where strong north- and south-flowing currents might be found.
A large eddy, or warm core ring, was chosen, on the basis of
satellite images, one of which is shown in Fig. 7. This feature
#
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was sitting south of latitude 35uS, where the East Australian
Current leaves the Australian coast (Cresswell & Legeckis
1986; Tomczak & Godfrey 1994).
The general velocity characteristics of this eddy as deduced
from the satellite images were confirmed by the ship during the
cruise and a compilation of all ADCP data during the cruise is
shown in Fig. 8.
The sites of the vertical profiling are also marked on Fig. 8.
After a traverse across the eddy from west to east, deploying
seafloor magnetometers and making oceanographic observations,
the eddy was then traversed from east to west, with vertical
profiling carried out from the ship at sites 1 to 5. Two ‘free-fall’
profiling operations were then carried out at sites 6 and 7,
one on each side of the eddy. Bad weather prevented more freefall profiles in the ship-time available. There are thus seven
profiling sites for the eddy.

5.6 Profiles, lowering instrument from ship
The observed data from the ship casts are not dissimilar
to those presented in Fig. 4, (but without the contamination
signal evident there, which by 1997 had been removed). Such
observed data are not presented again, but instead the data
from all five sites are presented first as profiles of vertical
magnetic gradient, and then as profiles of the magnetic north
component of baroclinic velocity.
The values of vertical gradient have been computed quite
directly from the basic profiler observations, after the latter
were passed through a simple median filter. The gradient
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Figure 5. Profiler (total-field) and Learmonth Observatory (H-component) data, May 1995, Indian Ocean, site 4. The casts are to near-bottom, in
water 1800 m deep. The major sections of the record evident are, in order: downcast, upcast, downcast, upcast. Note winch speed varies at the start and
finish of each cast. As for the upcast in Fig. 4, the noise spikes recorded during the upcasts are attributed to degraded magnetometer performance,
possibly caused by vibration.

estimates are also smoothed, again in a simple manner, by
taking the mean gradient over typically 100 m of profile. The
vertical gradient profiles thus obtained across the eddy are
presented in Fig. 9.
Profiles of the magnetic north component of baroclinic
velocity have been computed, by application of eq. (12), from the
data in Fig. 9. Adopting, for the Tasman Sea data, numerical
values of m0=4pr10x7 H/m, s1=3.3 S/m, I=x66.7u, and

Bz=54000 nT, gives
gF ~{11:3 m2 s{1 nT{1 :

(14)

The profiles thus obtained for the north component of
baroclinic current across the eddy are shown in Fig. 10.
In this application of eq. (12), it is helpful to think of gF
as x0.0113 m sx1 per pT mx1, so that a negative gradient
(a decrease outwards or upwards, in the sense of Fig. 1) of the
total magnetic field of 10 pT mx1 corresponds to an estimate
for the magnetic north component of the baroclinic ocean
current of 0.113 m sx1.

5.7 Profiles, ‘free-fall’

Figure 6. Downcast data from Indian Ocean site 4, median-filtered,
and corrected for winch speed. Also shown is a line with the gradient
predicted for the site by the IGRF. The actual surface value predicted
by the IGRF is 56924 nT, which can be seen to be some 80 nT greater
than observed. The magnetic effects of the ship in the upper 300 m of
the cast are evident.

The two ‘free-fall’ (and return) casts achieved during the 1997
SODA experiment, though regarded as developmental at the
time, have yielded crucial observations. Their importance lies
particularly in the attainment of their prime objective, to avoid
the magnetic effects of the ship and give profiles from the
surface down. A characteristic of the East Australian Current
is that its greatest velocity shear is within several hundred
metres of the ocean surface. It is just at these depths that, for
ship casts, the ship’s magnetic effects spoil the profiler data.
The ‘free-fall’ equipment was developed to avoid this problem.
It was first tested at the end of the ship-cast operations, due to
the hazard of loss in such tests (fortunately not realized).
The two free-fall profiles are therefore now discussed
separately from the grouping above of the casts from the ship
at the sites 1 to 5. The data obtained are presented in Fig. 11,
both as profiles of the vertical magnetic gradient, and as profiles of the magnetic north component of the baroclinic current.
#
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Figure 7. A satellite image of the warm-core ring in the East Australian Current, 1 October 1997. The scale at the top of the figure gives sea surface
temperature in uC. The line of profiling sites crosses the eddy south of the 36u parallel of latitude (see Fig. 8)

Data from the nearest regular ship-cast sites are included for
comparison. In the case of free-fall site 6, ship-cast site 5 was
made just two days earlier, but at a significantly different site;
site 5 is in deep ocean (depth 5000 m,) while, due to ship
logistics in bad weather, site 6 is half way up the continental
shelf (depth 2500 m.) Free-fall site 7, however, is virtually at the
same site as ship-cast site 1, but was five days later.
Inspection of Fig. 11 shows a great deal of pleasing consistency, between ship-casts and free-fall casts in similar ocean
current situations. Thus, for sites 1 and 7, the plots for site 7
overlie the plots for site 1 (for which there were two downcasts,
a matter of hours apart). Especially pleasing is the way in which
the strong shear profile is now carried smoothly all the way to
the surface.
#
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Similarly for sites 5 and 6, although there is an offset in
vertical gradient ‘zero level’, which gives an offset in baroclinic
velocity, it is again pleasing to see that the shape of the profiles
is very similar. Again the strong velocity shear near the surface
suggested by the ship cast is confirmed, and carried right to the
surface, by the free-fall cast.
6

DISCUSSION

6.1 Profiles of the component of ocean current in the
magnetic meridian
In Fig. 12, various sets of data are brought together. First the
ship-cast profiles from Fig. 10 are plotted, with each given the
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order 1 m sx1 at the surface, decay with depth to be effectively
zero at depth 1500 m. Because the coastline of east Australia
strikes approximately magnetic north-south, the component of
current in the magnetic meridian as shown in Fig. 12 is the
along-shore component, and indicates transport in this part of
the Tasman Sea parallel to the coastline.
6.2 Measuring the vertical component

Figure 8. Ship’s ADCP information on surface currents for the warmcore ring in the East Australian Current, cruise Fr08/97, September–
October 1997. The numbers refer to the profiling sites in Table 2. The
magnetic declination for the area is 13.7uE.

appropriate base-line shift to make it zero at depth 2500 m.
To the ship-cast data for site 1 are then added, from Fig. 11,
the free-fall data for site 7, to give profiles all the way to the
sea surface. These profiles are also clamped to zero at depth
2500 m. Finally, the profiles obtained from the ship’s ADCP
equipment are added; these typically extend just several hundred
metres down from the sea surface, and so contribute to filling
the gap (caused by the ship’s magnetic field) in the upper 400 m
of the ship-cast data.
As a test of the method, the combined profiles for sites 1 and
7 in Fig. 12 are particularly significant. There is consistency
in the upper 500 m of the water column between the freefall profile data, and the ADCP data. Below 500 m there is
consistency between the free-fall data and the ship-cast data.
The free-fall data for site 7 thus give confidence, at other sites,
in interpolating between the ship-cast data and the ADCP data.
The picture as evident in Fig. 12 is then generally consistent with what is understood of a warm-core ring in the East
Australian Current. In particular the strong currents, of strength

In the light of the experience gathered in the development and
use of the profiling magnetometers, some further refinements
in the method come immediately to mind. For example, it is
straight-forward conceptually to add to a profiling magnetometer another magnetic sensor to measure the vertical component of the magnetic field. A fluxgate sensor, set on gimbals,
might achieve this objective well. Data from such a sensor
could be used to check the assumption in eq. (11) that the
signals measured are indeed the resolved component of a signal
which was originally horizontal.
Vertical-field data may also help resolve crustal magnetic
field contributions, and give warning of other stray magnetic
effects.
6.3 Gradiometer measurements
Pairs of proton-precession magnetometers lend themselves to
operation in gradiometer configurations, and vertical gradiometer profiles in the ocean may have the advantage of being
minimally affected by time-fluctuations of the ambient magnetic
field. This benefit is a major reason for the use of gradiometer
signals in other magnetic mapping applications.
In the ocean context there is a great freedom in designing the
distance between the two sensors of a gradiometer apparatus,
over which the vertical gradient is measured. Optimizing this
distance may be an important task, as there may be a trade off
between the accuracy of the gradient measurement, and the
finest scale of magnetic signal (and ocean movement) which can
be detected.

Figure 9. Downcast data from sites 1 to 5, median-filtered, corrected for winch speed, and reduced to give profiles of the vertical gradient of the total
magnetic field. The ordinate of the plots is depth in m. The dashed line at site 1 indicates a second cast there, approximately 2.5 hr after the first cast.
#
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Figure 10. Downcast data from sites 1 to 5, median-filtered, corrected for winch speed, and reduced to give profiles of the component of baroclinic
velocity in the direction of magnetic north. Each such profile needs a zero shift to convert it to actual velocity, and such zero shifts are shown carried
out in Fig. 12. The lower half of the profiles for site 1 are considered to be influenced by seafloor magnetization effects and should be ignored from an
oceanographic point of view.

6.4 Magnetic maps of ocean areas
To further control the question of crustal magnetization effects,
vertical profiles may be sought where suitable magnetic maps of
an ocean area are held. For an area such as that studied in the

1997 SODA experiment, it may be rewarding to compile a
surface magnetic map for the specific purpose of controlling
crustal magnetization effects in vertical profile data. Due to its
position in a western boundary current, strong oceanographic
features are often present in the 1997 SODA region, which is

Figure 11. Results obtained by free-fall casts at sites 6 and 7, plotted with results obtained by ship casts at sites 5 and 1, respectively. Where the
profiles extend down from the surface, the cast is free-fall, and the dot-dashed line indicates the free-rise up from the seafloor. For site 1, the dashed line
indicates a second downcast, some 2.5 hr after the first downcast.
#
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Figure 12. The profiler velocity data tied to zero at depth 2500m, with ship’s ADCP profiles in the upper several hundred metres of the ocean column.
For sites 1 and 7, two (consecutive) downcasts are plotted for site 1, and both the free-fall and the free-rise profiles are plotted for site 7, these latter
extending down from the sea surface. The lower half of the profiles for sites 1 and 7 are considered to be influenced by seafloor magnetization effects,
and should be ignored from an oceanographic point of view.

thus an excellent natural laboratory for studying motional
induction in seawater.
7

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that modern instrumentation has made
the measurement of the total magnetic field down through
the ocean column a straight-forward exercise. No more than
standard magnetometer sensitivity is required to show, reflected
in the magnetic profile, the profile of oceanic transport in the
magnetic meridian. However, care needs to be taken regarding
crustal magnetization effects, and time-fluctuation magnetic
effects. The purpose of the 1997 SODA experiment was to seek
an ocean velocity field with contrasting southwards and northwards flowing limbs, and to check in those limbs for magnetic
effects predicted to be of opposite sign. This test appears to
have been successful.
The vertical-profiling method demonstrated has an important
dependence on the ambient magnetic inclination, and may be
expected to work best in magnetic mid-latitudes. The method
depends on magnetic inclination being neither vertical (as at the
magnetic dip poles) nor horizontal (as at the magnetic equator).
For a vertical inclination, the component of the horizontal
perturbation field which is resolved into the total-field direction
will be zero. For a horizontal inclination, the horizontal oB
electric term in eq. (1) will be zero.
Thus it may be concluded that, against the background of a
uniform gradient which reflects the origin of the main magnetic
field in Earth’s core, a vertical magnetic profile in the ocean will
show perturbation fields due to crustal magnetization, induction
from external source fields, and signals due to the motional
induction by ocean currents. Within the limits stated above, the
latter may be strong enough to stand out clearly, so that an
observed total-field vertical profile, with quite minimal data
reduction, may be inverted directly to give a profile, with depth,
of the local ocean current velocity, resolved in the magnetic
meridian.

The motional induction magnetic fields treated in this paper
have the fundamental characteristic that they are not seen
outside the ocean. In this they resemble the toroidal fields of
Earth’s main dynamo, which are not seen outside Earth’s core.
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